Jesus, CEO. Using Ancient Wisdom for Visionary Leadership

By: Laurie Beth Jones

“It can be applied to any business, service, or endeavor that depends on more than one person to accomplish a goal, and can be implemented by anyone who dares”

Based on three simple premises:

- One person trained twelve human beings who went on to influence the world...
- The person worked with a staff that was totally human and not divine...
- His leadership style was intended to be put to use by any of us.

Questions for Discussions: Second Chapter – Strength of Action

1. He Saw Everything as Being Alive:
   - “Jesus saw everything – and everyone – as being alive and full of possibilities.”
   - If you believed that everything was alive, how would your actions change – regarding work, your priorities, and the way you walk on the planet?

2. He Took Action: How active and creative are you? Are you doing new things and stretching yourself, or are you just “being a sponge”?

3. He Had a Plan:
   - “A good leader has a plan. Jesus had one. He gave clear instructions to his staff members regarding how they could attain their desired results.”
   - “As a society we like the sound of hammering, but we are uncomfortable with the sound of thinking, which is silence.”
   - What is your plan?

4. He Formed a Team: What parts of a project are you still trying to do on your own? Why?

5. He Called the Question:
   - “It is much easier to whine than to decide.”
   - What obvious situation have you been afraid to bring to light? Can you picture the positive results that might occur when the truth is unbound?

6. He Was Bold:
   - “He called a spade a spade and apologized to no one – not out of arrogance, but out of boldness and clarity.”
   - “Not to decide is to decide.”
   - What would you do if you were ten times bolder?

7. He Was Visible:
   - “Leaders cannot keep a low profile.”
   - What are ten new ways you can increase your visibility?

8. He Trained His Replacements: What would be the benefits of replacing yourself on the job?

9. He Let It Go: If indeed you could hear God whispering “Let it go,” would you?

10. He came to be a Blessing: Who has blessed you, and how?